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Abstract

Innovative toolkit for decentralized 
trading and effective capital 
usage


Trade with no limits.
Earn without borders.

The Trade is the first tollkit with non-standard solutions for 
expanding Uniswap v3 features through limit orders that uses huge 
liquidity from Uniswap v3.


The toolkit provides a non-standard solution for implementing 
margin trading protocol with The Trade liquidity for margin market 
orders and isolated Uniswap v3 liquidity for margin limit orders.


You can also use smart leverage farming to increase the efficiency 
of your capital.
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Introduction
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The DEX market is quite young, but it already has clear leaders. At the end of 

September 2022, the weekly volume of DEX is about 10 billion, where Uniswap is the 

clear leader with a share of almost 70% and the number of its users is more than 80 

thousand people. People fell in love with this product, despite some shortcomings 

inherent in many DEXs. We're talking about slippage, sandwich attacks, and no 

automated limit orders. We also understand that each product occupies its own niche, 

just as uniswap has occupied the niche of swaps and work with liquidity. But if the 

potential of the product allows you to go beyond the narrowly focused functionality, 

then part of the profit will simply go to the competitor.



TheTrade is a set of tools that allows users to go beyond the available functionality 

and expand the possibilities of trading operations. The goals of which are to expand 

the potential of the trading functionality, save the user's time by implementing 

automated solutions, and make the user's work with capital more efficient.



Our mission is to give the user a broader horizon of opportunity using uniswap_v3 

liquidity by providing him/her with enough necessary products for daily trading 

operations, as well as providing products in which users use their capital more 

efficiently.



Our vision is to become an ecosystem for products that take advantage of various 

blockchains and contain all the useful tools that will allow every user (from a beginner 

to a professional) to earn high profits.



The beta version of the project will start its work with such instruments as spot limit 

orders and margin trading. In the near future it will be supplemented with a user 

dashboard, which is under development. We have developed innovative solutions for 

limit orders and margin trading, creating new earning opportunities for users of the 

protocol, as well as providing the ability to use the Uniswap v3 liquidity pool.
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The huge liquidity pool will allow us to prevent any related issues and offer a superior 

trading experience for all traders. Our tools include new roles in the DeFi market that 

can be used by anyone to increase their income.



TheTrade starts on the Ethereum network, it is the most popular ecosystem. And with 

the release of Ethereum 2.0 the user experience will only get better. But our planned 

horizon is not limited by this network, we will expand the markets like uniswap v3, so 

that each user will choose his/her favorite chain.



*Buy limit order *Take profit order

Market Price

$1500-1550 $1600

LP Range LP Range

$1500 $1600-1650

Market Price

3.1 Buy Limit & Take Profit orders

3.1.1 Description

A limit order is an order with a specific buying or selling price. Unlike market orders, 

where transactions are executed instantly at the current market price, limit orders 

allow you to control it. So to place a limit order, you must set a minimum or maximum 

price at which you want to buy or sell an asset.


On TheTrade, the execution of a limit order occurs automatically, eliminating the need 

for users to monitor the market around the clock.


However, there is no guarantee that a placed limit order will be filled because the 

market price may never reach the preset value.


As a rule, a limit order can be placed for up to several months. Our features include 

several options for limit orders - Buy Limit and Take Profit.

Buy Limit is a type of limit order that is used for the pending purchase of an asset at a 
price below the current market price.

Take Profit is a type of limit order that is used in anticipation of selling an asset at a 
price higher than the current market price.

The order is executed when the market price enters the range of liquidity you 
provided. Your liquidity will be transferred from the zero asset to the first and back, 
depending on the type of limit order (for example, ETH(0)-DAI(1)). For this transaction, 
the user is charged ETH in advance for the execution of the order. It depends on the 
price of gas.

Features
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After the execution of the order, you are paid a commission for providing liquidity in 
the range of your asset exchange, in the amount of:

Commission will be paid in small amounts, both ETH and DAI (if paired liquidity is 
provided).

If liquidity was provided in one token, then the commission will be paid in the same 
token.

The current price of a DAI / ETH pool is 1,500 DAI / ETH. You expect the price of ETH to go up to 

3,000 once it hits 2,000 DAI/ ETH, so you would want to place a range order from DAI to ETH at 

2,000 DAI/ETH. Unfortunately, you won't be able to do it as the price space above 1,500 DAI / 

ETH is denominated in ETH - and thus, you can't provide the DAI necessary at your desired 

price to be swapped into ETH.

0.05%
Best for stable 


pairs

0.3%
Best for most


pairs

1%
Best for exotic


pairs

0.01%
Best for very 


stable pairs 

In the event that you want to buy an asset at a price higher than the market price and 
your provided liquidity is outside the price range, your order will not be able to be 
processed. For example:
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Alice has 1200 USDT, and she wants to buy 1ETH. Currently, the market price of ETH on 
Uniswap is 1250 USDT. Alice can’t wait, as she needs 1ETH now. But if she swaps the 
token now, she will get less than 1ETH. So she needs to open the limit order, where she 
sets the desired price. Once market conditions reach desired parameters, the order will 
be executed.



So Alice creates the order: she selects the ETH/USDT pair and enters the amount at 
1ETH and the price of 1200 USDT. Then she confirms the transaction. Next Alice has to 
wait until the market price goes down and the order can be executed. Once it’s done, she 
sees 1ETH on her wallet balance and the executed order details on TheTrade platform. 

3.1.3 Implementation

3.1.2 Use Cases

When a user wants to open an order (buy or sell), they enter the order parameters 

(order type, token they want to buy and the one he want to sell, desired token price, and 
amount) and submits the 

transaction by signing it in the wallet (MetaMask and Wallet Connect are supported). 

After the transaction is executed, TheTrade smart-contract system manages the 
provided 

assets and creates a position. The position consists of Uniswap v3 concentrated 

liquidity in the smallest price range. Once the market price goes up or down to the 
desired 

price, assets in the liquidity position are swapped and are available for execution of 

the order. Now, any Ethereum account can get the reward by calling the execute() 

function and finalizing the order. The smart contract gets liquidity back from 

Uniswap and places the desired asset, obtained at the preset price, in the user's wallet.
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Imagine Alice wants to buy 1ETH at 
$1300, but the current market price 
is higher than that.

Alice

She opens a limit order on 
TheTrade and sets a desirable 
asset (1 ETH) and a price ($1300).

1  ETH

$1 300

After that, the Executor closes the order 
and gets execution fee from Alice.

Wallet 

balance 1  ETH

Executor
$1300

$1300.01

When Alice's liquidity transfers in full this means that the price of 1 ETH 
reaches the $1300-$1300.01 bracket. Executor transfers 1ETH to Alice’s 
wallet.

Then TheTrade smart contract calls Uniswap pair liquidity pool to place Alice’s 
$1300 in that pool.

$1 300

1 ETH 1 ETH

$1 300

Uniswap V3TheTradeAlice

Uniswap V3TheTradeAlice

Alice

1 ETH

$1 300

How spot limit orders work on TheTrade

Cancel of limit order

Creation of limit order

If a user wants to cancel the created order, but his liquidity is already being converted 

from 0 to 1 asset, he must be aware of the following. When canceling this order on 

TheTrade, he will get back both assets in equal parts in correspondence with the 

transferred amount of assets. Gas fee will be charged to a user, and execution fee will 

also be returned.



3.2 Margin Trading

3.2.1 Use Cases

Margin trading in crypto involves borrowing funds from an exchange and using them 

to make a trade. Margin trading is also referred to as trading with leverage because it 

involves traders “leveraging up” their transactions beyond their existing capital.

The creation of marginal limit order

1. Alice creates 1000$ order.

2. If it’s the 5X leverage, our smart contract borrows 4000$.

3. 5000$ is transferred to the Uniswap LP.

4. As soon as liquidity is transferred to the necessary asset (ETH), Executor withdraws 

liquidity and transfers ETH to Alice. Executor gets execution fee, and Alice gets the 

reward from Uniswap for providing liquidity to the pool.

5. Marginal limit order is created.

The closing of marginal limit order.

1. Suppose ETH increases in price, and Alice wants to sell ETH.

2. ETH is transferred to the Uniswap LP. 

3. As soon as liquidity is converted to the necessary asset (USDT), Executor withdraws 

liquidity and transfers USDTs to Alice. Executor receives execution fee, and Alice gets 

the reward from Uniswap for providing liquidity to the pool. Alice also pays borrow fee.

4. Marginal limit order is closed.

Creation of margin market order

1. Alice has 1000 USDC, and she wants to open a Long position in the ETH/USDC pair 
with 5X leverage.

2. She creates an order, TheTrade smart contracts processes it and borrows 4000 
USDC from TheTrade LP for Alice.

3. Unlike the limit order work, TheTrade has isolated LPs for margin trading. Having 
5000 USDC on hand, the smart contract swaps USDC for 5X ETH. 

4. The Long position with 5X leverage is created at the moment.
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Closing of margin market order

1. Market price increases up to 1500 USDC per ETH, and Alice wants to close the 
position.

2. She closes the position on TheTrade interface. Smart contract processes Alice’s 
request in its turn and goes to the Uniswap V3 pool to exchange 5 ETH for 7500 USDC. 

3. Then smart contract returns 4000 USDC borrowed for Alice and rewards the liquidity 
provider of TheTrade pool. 

4. In the end, Alice’s profit is returned considering TheTrade commission.
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For instance, opening x5 Long position requires TheTrade platform to borrow four 
times the deposit amount from the liquidity pool to swap the provided token to the 

desired one. Traders can close the position anytime to take a profit or fix losses. If the 
price goes down and there is no deposit coverage (i.e., approximately -18%), trading 
platform opens the possibility of liquidating the position. Now, any Ethereum account 
can call the liquidation. TheTrade platform checks the liquidation conditions and swaps 
the desired asset for the borrowed one. After the swap, the smart contract repays a 
borrowed amount, withholds liquidator and protocol fees, and returns the remaining 
amount to the trader. 

TheTrade achieves decentralized margin trading by using its own liquidity pools and 

limit order mechanics. For leveraged order creation, TheTrade contracts borrow the 

liquidity from TheTrade liquidity pool and swap the assets on the market. This process 
allows users to profit from lesser deposits but increases the risks. Both long and short 

positions can get liquidated by any participant of trading platform. Any TheTrade user 
can take on the role of Liquidator and receive a commission for helping the protocol 
uphold precise timings on all leveraged positions. 

Executor ensures the correct marginal limit order process performance and gets 
execution fee for withdrawing the liquidity and transferring it to a user. Thus, Executor 
takes participates in the transferring part of both the creation and closing of marginal 
limit orders.

With the initial release, TheTrade will offer leverage up to x5 for both Long and Short 

positions.

TheTrade uses its own liquidity pools, enabling leveraging on various asset pairs. 
Leverage will be available for main currencies from the start. Later on, and especially 
after the launch of DAO, TheTrade platform will allow the listing of any token 

if there is enough liquidity. Higher leverage options, up to x100, will be added as well.

3.2.2 Implementation

Liquidation of margin market position

1. ETH market price falls up to 820 USDC per ETH. 

2. Liquidator sends request to TheTrade smart contracts for the liquidation of Alice’s 
order position.

3. Smart contract processes Alice’s request and goes to the Uniswap V3 pool to 
exchange 5 ETH for 4100 USDC. 

4. After that smart contract returns 4000 USDC borrowed for Alice before and rewards 
the liquidity provider of TheTrade pool and Liquidator for the work performed. 

The position is liquidated.
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The smart contract uses the Uniswap v3 
liquidity pool to swap the total amount for 
the asset Alice wants to use. 

Uniswap V3 gets 0.3% Swap fee.

USDT liquidity  pool

Alice TheTrade

Uniswap V3

5000 USDT5000 USDT

2.5 ETH2.5 ETH

1000 USDT
1 ETH

/1000 USDT Leverage

Alice opens an a Long position order in

ETH/USDT, specifying:

Alice

Leverage

Our smart contract borrows the leveraged 
amount out of TheTrade isolated liquidity 
pool and adds it to the funds she provided.

USDT liquidity  pool

1000 USDT

Uniswap V3TheTradeAlice

4000 USDT

5000 USDT

The leveraged long position is opened.

Now two scenarios are possible depending on the direction the 
market will take. If the price of the asset Alice chose to use 
goes up, she can close a position and profit.

Liquidating a 


leveraged position

Closing a leveraged 


position

Alice

How margin market orders work on TheTrade

Creation of market margin order

The leveraged long 
position is opened
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Alice closes a position in TheTrade interface.

6250 USDT6250 USDT

USDT liquidity  pool

Alice TheTrade

Uniswap V3

2.5 ETH2.5 ETH

USDT liquidity  pool

Uniswap V3TheTradeAlice

4050 USDT

6250 USDT2200 USDT

The borrowed amount is returned 
to TheTrade liquidity pool.

TheTrade smart contract places 
Alice's earnings, excluding our 
commission, in her crypto wallet.

Wallet 

balance 2200 USDTAlice

How margin market orders work on TheTrade

Closing a leveraged position
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Liquidator signals TheTrade smart 
contract to liquidate her position.

4250 USDT4250 USDT

USDT liquidity  pool

Alice TheTrade

Uniswap V3

2.5 ETH2.5 ETH

USDT liquidity  pool

Uniswap V3TheTradeAlice

4050 USDT

4250 USDT

The borrowed amount is returned 
to TheTrade liquidity pool.

The liquidity provider receives a reward. 

Liquidator receives a commission. 

The position is liquidated. 

The unliquidated balance is returned to a user. 

This is called insurance.

Wallet 

balance 200 USDTAlice

How margin market orders work on TheTrade

Liquidating a leveraged position
Suppose that the price dropped from 1000$ to 800$. The liquidation process is launched.

200 USDT
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The smart contract uses the Uniswap V3 liquidity pool to 

swap the total amount for the asset she want to use. 

Executor withdraws liquidity and transfers the asset to 

her. Executor gets execution fee, and she gets the 

reward from Uniswap for providing liquidity to the pool.

USDT liquidity  pool
2000 USDT

2 000.01 USDT
Executor

Alice TheTrade

Uniswap V3

5000 USDT5000 USDT

2.5 ETH + 0.3%2.5 ETH + 0.3%

1000 USDT
1 ETH

/1000 USDT Leverage

Alice opens an a Long position 
order in ETH/USDT, specifying:

Alice

Leverage

Our smart contract borrows the leveraged 
amount out of TheTrade liquidity pool and 
adds it to the funds she provided.

USDT liquidity  pool

1000 USDT

Uniswap V3TheTradeAlice

4000 USDT

5000 USDT

The leveraged long position is opened.

Now, two scenarios are possible depending on the direction the 
market will take. If the price of the asset Alice chose to use 
goes up, she can close a position and profit.

Liquidating a 


leveraged position

Closing a leveraged 


position

The leveraged long 
position is openedAlice

How margin limit orders work on TheTrade

Creation of limit margin order
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Alice closes a position in TheTrade interface.

6250 USDT + 0.3%6250 USDT + 0.3%

USDT liquidity  pool

Alice TheTrade

Uniswap V3

2.5 ETH2.5 ETH

USDT liquidity  pool

Uniswap V3TheTradeAlice

4050 USDT

6250 USDT + 0.3%2100 USDT + 0.3%

The borrowed amount is returned 
to TheTrade liquidity pool.

TheTrade smart contract places 
Alice's earnings, excluding our 
commission, in her crypto wallet.

Wallet 

balance 2100 USDT + 0.3%Alice

2500 USDT

2 500.01 USDT
Executor

How margin limit orders work on TheTrade

Closing a leveraged position
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Liquidator signals TheTrade smart 
contract to liquidate her position.

4250 USDT4250 USDT

USDT liquidity  pool

Alice TheTrade

Uniswap V3

2.5 ETH2.5 ETH

USDT liquidity  pool

Uniswap V3TheTradeAlice

4050 USDT

4250 USDT

The borrowed amount is returned 
to TheTrade liquidity pool.

The liquidity provider receives a reward. 

Liquidator receives a commission. 

The position is liquidated. 

The unliquidated balance is returned to a user. 

This is called insurance.

Wallet 

balance 200 USDTAlice

How margin limit orders work on TheTrade

Liquidating a leveraged position
Suppose that the price dropped from 1000$ to 800$. The liquidation process is launched.

200 USDT
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Building up the concept 
and the team

Limit ordersController smart 
contract

Back-end service for 

executing orders

2nd Quarter

4nd Quarter

3nd Quarter

2022

2023

1nd Quarter

3nd Quarter

2nd Quarter

4nd Quarter

Creation a basic user 
dashboard

Launch Aurora mainnet Adding new farms and 
assetsto the platform

Development of leverage 
farming with landing

Launch Polygon 
mainnet

Launch Optimism 
mainnet

UI/UX Improvements

Margin trading

Seed round

Add liquidity

Smart contract audit


